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FILMING

ITseems generally agreed that the cinema is destined to,play a major part in the education of Africa's illiterate
millions. If the use of the cinema is to be fully effective
and the interest of the Africans is to be maintained, the
general atmosphere of the bulk of the films must necessarily
be African. \

During the present emergency, obvious difficulties exist
which make it impossible to produce films in Africa on a
large scale. Technical staff is difficult to recruit, fresh
stock often is difficult to obtain, while erratic transport
and travelling are at all times liable to interfere with
planning. For these reasons the Unit must rely on the
work of the enthusiastic amateur overseas for much of its
African background material.

But even in normal times, when regular visits of camera
units to the Colonies may be possible, there will be a great
deal of scope for the amateur, who will be able to render
much valuable assistance to general producrion. To frame
a successful story, say on hygiene or agriculture, that w-Il
appeal to the huge illiterate African audience, requires the
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IN AFRICA

knowledge of the expert on the subject, who has had
experience of work among Africans. Many argue that it is •
easier to teach such an expert to produce good camera work
than to coach the producer and cameraman adequately in
the subject and provide them with sufficient psychological
knowledge of the African to enable them to drive the lesson
home through the film story which they are about to build.
Perhaps the ideal would be the professionals working in
perfect co-operation. with the expert. The expert who
happens ta be a keen amateur cameraman may always be
of great assistance to the Unit. If he is given a certain
amount of guidance and adheres to instructions given from
time to time in the Colonial Cinema, the material he pro-
duces should be a valuable addition to the store at the
. disposal of the Unit.

The raw stock scheme has been successful up to a point.
Most of the material provided, however, has been of purely
local interest compiled in newsreel fashion about events
which are happening at the moment. Much of it is done
without any serious preparation prior to the events and
without the usual preliminary of a good shooting script.
In view of the difficulties of arranging for professional
productions overseas, the time seems particularly opportune
for enthusiasts in the Colonies to give more serious attention
to making films likely to be of more general interest.

It may be advis~ble first to explain the ordinary routine
of making a film. The initial stage is the idea. This idea
is developed into a story. Bearing in mind what the
.purpose of the story is to be, the matter is investigated from
various angles with a view to ascertaining whether it will
be possible to carry out the purpose. Contacts are made
and promises of co-operation and departmental assistance
when required are obtained. When the investigation is
complete, a final treatment is written up in consultation
with those able to give assistance and advice. Full details
are included of the ground to be covered. The final and
critical paper stage is the shooting script. In this script
the scenes are broken down into shots and a description
of each given. A bad shooting script almost invariably
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results in a bad film. A thoroughly good script usually
makes a satisfactory or very good film.
It is impossible within the compass of this short article

to go into the details of film producing. What we propose
is to plan a series of articles taking each section of the
procedure and describing the gradual building up to the
shooting 'script stage on which the success of any firm
depends. When one considers building a house, one plans
it carefully and commits every detail to paper. From these
plans one is able to judge what it will look like when
finished, the amount of material required to complete it
and what it is likely to cost in hard cash. It should be
exactly the same when making a film. Itmust be planned
carefully. Keeping the purpose of the film in mind, the

script must be worked out to achieve that purpose. Any-
thing which does not help to keep the story moving forward
must be eliminated. Consideration must be given to the
length of the film as compared with the importance and
interest of the story. When this plan on paper is con-
sidered satisfactory, then and only then should filming
commence. Casual and indiscriminate shooting of film
should be avoided. As a rule material made without any
prearranged plan is useless for background or library ,use.
To ensure good results the story must be well planned, the
shooting script as good as it is possible to make it and
continuity preserved carefully to ensure good editing.
This question of continuity is of great importance and will
be the subject of an early article.

CAR E 0 F RAW S·TOe KIN THE T R 0 PIC S -
..

IN the May issue certain suggestions were given with
• regard to the care of raw stock in the tropics. The research
chemists of Kodak, Ltd. have been studying the matter,
and the following extract from their letter dated 9th June,
1943, will be of interest to readers.
The use of calcium chloride as a dehydrating agent in

the tropics is not entirely satisfactory owing to its tendency
to become liquid almost immediately in atmosphere having
such a high humidity. We think that silica-gel will be
more satisfactory as you say. Any grade between about
8 and 20 mesh should prove suitable and should be dried
by heating to 400°F. or more, being well stirred meanwhile.
It should then be cooled in a tightly closed container. This
material should be placed in the bottom of a large tin and
covered with a piece of gauze on top of which are several
sheets of paper or cloth which serve to prevent any dust
from reaching the film. It is very important with any
drying agent to prevent specks of the material reaching the
film or it is almost certain that results .will be marred.

It will probably be found advantageous to dry a fair
quantity of film at a time rather than 100 ft. rolls separately,
although there is no objection to the latter course if you are
using small quantities of film at any time. The space left
in the tin above the drying agent should be as small as is
reasonably possible, and care should be taken that the box is
fitted with a very tight-fitting lid which should preferably
be sealed down with adhesive tape.

A fair amount of silica-gel is required for drying the
film effectively. Between half and one pound of the dried
material will be required for each 1,000 ft. of 16 mm. film.
If supplies of silica-gel ate not immediately available at any
time, a satisfactory substitute would be rice dried by heating
to a faint brown colour or similarly dried tea leaves.
Between two and three pounds of either of these materials
would be required to dry 1,000 ft. of re mm. film effectively.

Whatever material is used, the film should be left above
it for at least two days and preferably longer, the time
depending on the tightness with which the roll of film is

wound and whether or not it has wrapping round it. It
is preferable to leave the spool of film unwrapped but to
place the wrapping material in the same atmosphere so that
both are dried before placing in the tin. On no account
should film ever be shipped back to this country with any
of the drying material in the same container.

When the film is dry, it should be wrapped as quickly as
possible in the dried paper, placed in its original tin and
re-sealed with tape and paraffin wax.
A few points may be mentioned in case they are of any

interest to you. It is the humidity which causes deteriora-
tion of film, rather than the temperature, although in
regions of high humidity, the temperature has a marked
additional effect. At 95 per cent. relative humidity, one
week at 95° will probably be sufficient to ruin the film. In
particular, the latent image suffers quite as much as the
physical properties of the gelatine, Film should not be
taken out of its wrapping until the last moment before it is
required, and it should be borne in mind that even a taped
can will breath slightly and therefore fresh tropically packed
stock should be forwarded t~nits ~o:.:=erned as rapidly
as possible.
During the time it has to be stored under tropical con-

ditions, it is better to keep it out of unventilated buildings
and very often storage out of doors under piles of bedding
or other heat-insulating materials is better than storage
indoors. In permanent stations, underground storage pits
are probably the most satisfactory arrangement. Refrigera-
tion is not altogether satisfactory as ·it keeps the film
considerably cooler than is really necessary, and this leads
to difficulty in bringing it back to room temperature
afterwards without giving the atmospheric conditions a
chance to do more harm than they would otherwise have
done if the film had not been refrigerated at all. If it is
possible to place the film cans sealed with tape, and wax
inside a larger container which can contain a drying agent
and which can be finally soldered down, this might be a
further improvement.


